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editorial

Con1mittee
vs.
The People
u

Yesterday the Senate Public
Affairs Committee voted 8-1 to
report out of committee without
recommendation a measure designed
to exempt state res~dents from being
drafted to fight in an undeclru·ed
war.
Sen. Alex Martinez (D-Santa Fe)

assured the packed and tense gallery
that reporting the bill out without
recommendation was not an attempt
to kill the measure, but merely a
move to allow the entire Senate
body to debate the bill on the floor,
The fact anyone could have
debated the bill on the floor even if
it had received the "do pass"
recommendation its sponsors sought
did not deter the committee
members in the slightest from their
single-minded determination to
ignore the obvious wishes of their
own constituents:
Because they did ignore their own
constituents.
Sen. Emmett Hart (D-Quay), one
of the bill's three sponsors, had a list
of 19 people wanting to testify in
favor of the exemption measure. Out
of the large crowd in the gallery and
on the Senate floor, not one person
came forward to speak against the
bilL And most eloquent of all, Hart
received an undetermined number of
letters and telegrams in support of
his measure-but not one against.
. The witnesses and spectators at

the hearing were a 3trange blend, ~t
least for this particular time in this
country. Every segment was
represented and they were all
working together-the rich, the poor,
ethnic groups, lawyers, farmers,
Vietnam veterans, the young and the
old. All were working toward a
common goal-that of preventing the
state's young men from having to
fight in a war Congress has never
seen fit to declare and President after
President has vowed to end.
But with no end in sight, the
people, regardless of political
affiliation, belief on other issues, or
even attitudes toward each other,
decided to do something.
One father whose son died in
Vietnam three months ago told the
committee: "It's too late for me. It's
too late for my boy. But it's not too
late for other boys."
The people have made their
opinion on the issue known, Now it
is time for the legislators to vote the
conscience of their own constituents
rather than political expediency.
Sue Major

No One Was Injured In The Bomb Blast Which Shook
The U.S. Capitol, Except, Of Course, ....
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By EUGENE V. RISHER
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Several
years ago correspondents in
Southeast Asia used to sit around
and muse about the best way to end
the American involvement in
Vietnam.
One of the most popular scenarios
went something like this:
Pick a highly esteemed and
patriotic South Vietnamese leader
and throw him into jail for a few
months to sharpen his sense of
outrage. Then send him into exile to
Paris or somewhere in the west
where he can give vent to his
anti-Americanism. Then popularize
'1is concept of South Vietnam's
destiny. He might even be allowed to
make campus tours and lecture tours
in the United States.
In a short while, then, he would
return horne on a wave of
nationalism as the embodiment of
South Vietnam's pride and purpose
and the instrument for achieving its
aspirations.
London_ would be a good place
for exile, the argument went,
because the British have been using
the system for years. It was pointed
out, with only slight exaggeration,
that most of the leaders of the
Commonwealth had been in jail or in
disrepute before attaining their
current eminence.
And after all, the only thing the
United States really hoped to achieve
in South Vietnam was creation of a
national leader who could unite the
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commentary

Finding a Way
Out of Vietnam
diverse factions of his fractured little
country to a political force strong
enough to counter the Communism
of Ho Chi Minh.
The fighting in this war is not for
territory. Terrain has only a very
transitory value. The aim of all the
bombing, search and destroy
missions, helicopter landing forces
and riverine battles in the Mekong is
to win the allegiance of the
peasant-not for America-but for a
government in Saigon which could
merge the disparate interests of the
people and impress on them a sense
of nation.
The battles are the negative
aspects of the struggle. And they are
necessary to eliminate the disruptive
actions of the Viet Cong in order to

provide security and get on with the
positive aspects of nation building.
But corruption is as much of a
disruption as lack of security.
So, influenced perhaps by the
oriental fondness for intrigue, the
newsmen, joined occasionally by
junior diplomats, would sit in a little
restaurant off Saigon's Tu Do Street
and plot under the bemused gaze of
its proprietor, a former South
Vietnamese general who fell victim
to a coup.
Underlying all the &ehemes was
the premise that friendly neutrality
was the best wish for Saigon-and
the United States.
The thought was not of defeating
Communism in South Vietnam but
of reaching an accommodation.
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Letters

u:Jr:-No
Recommendation
Report'
Pleases
Hart
I

Homosexual Oppression
To the Editor:
A letter in Tuesday's Lobo
complains of the funding of Gay
Liberation by the ASUNM Senate.
The authors of the letter, if we
understand them correctly, state that
they themselves are not actually
opposed to the homosexual pursuing
his or her own way of li42, but they
object to the funding voted for the
cause of Gay Liberation,
Our answer is very simply this:
Not everyone has such a tolerant,
open, understanding attitude toward
homosexuality and bisexuality. The
homosexual is in fact an oppressed
minority. For centuries the various
churches condemned all forms of
sexual variations; we homosexuals
were burned at the stake as sorcerers
or witches.
Often our compatriots were
subject to beatings, castration or
brutal "cures" designed to change us
and make us conform. In many areas
similar persecutions still continue.
Last year Iluey Newton noted
that the homosexual is perhaps the
most oppressed person in this
country; we agree, although we do
not minimize the extent of
oppression suffered by women as
women, by Native Americans,
Chicanos, blacks and oher third
world peoples. Laws in 48 states still
make homosexual acts illegal; if we
declare our homosexuality, we are
not able to hold civil service jobs or
get security clearances and we are
automatically excluded from the
military.
All of this establishes one point:
homosexuals (and bisexuals) are
seriously diseriminated against in this
sexually repressive society. Those of
us who are working in Gay
Liberation are not simply hedonists
"doing our thing" on liberally
· appropriated funds; the fact is, we
are fighting for our freedom. We ru·e
insisting on the rights we are entitled
to. Our struggle is part of the
common struggle of all oppressed
minority groups and individuals.
Power to the people!
For Gay Liberation: Dan Butler,
Gail Phillips, Beth O'Sullivan, David
Davis and Scott Beaven

Extreme actions breed extreme
reactions. You might win but you
also stand a chance of losing. So why
do either?
And anyway, who said the best
defense against Communism is
anti-Communism?
'!'his concept of neutrality appears
to be out of the window now-if,
indeed, it never was in.
Indications are mounting that the
White House once again is
envisioning a permanent
anti-Communist regime in Saigon
which would additionally be the
mainstay of anti-Communist forces
throughout Indochina.
In his foreign policy review last
week, President Nixon emphasized
he would furnish air and logistics
support in Southeast Asia after U.S.
ground forces leave and he spoke
with confidence of South Vietnam's
chances to thrive rather than merely
survive with this diminishing
American help.
As a further indication of his
confidence that the Saigon regime is
not a paper tiger, White House aides
point to the cun·ent operation in
Laos. The defeat. of the South
Vietnamese forces there now would
surely spotlight the futility of the
Vietnamization program before it
·runs its course and American troops
are out.
And the President surely would
not have risked this move if he were
not confident of his ground.
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Sponsor Says Chances 'Very Good' for Saturday Debate
Sen. 'Emmett Hart (D-Quay) major commitments of the lives of
said yesterday he is "very our youth being made through the
pleased" with the no working of clandestine federal
recommendation report given to agencies."
the war exemption bill Wednesday
The Issues Committee of the
by the Senate Public Affairs Bernalillo County Democratic
Committee.
organization voted unanimously
Senate Bill 330 exempts New
to support Hart's bill.
Mexico draftees from serving in an
undeclared war, and orders the
state attorney general to represent
any resident who refuses to serve
in an undeclared war.
The no recommendation report
The GSA Cabinet yesterday
was accepted yesterday hy the
passed
a resolution asking the
Senate, and Hart now expects the
bill to be debated on the floor New Mexico Senate to pass a
eithet· Saturday or Monday. He measure which would exempt
said chances are "very good" the New Mexicans from being drafted
bill will come up Saturday if the to fight in an undeclared war.
The war exemption measure
Senate can clear its agenda in
was reported out of committee
time.
Rudy Ortiz, Bernalillo County Wednesday without
Democratic chairman, said in a reC'ommendation, and now must
statement yesl!miay he supports be heard on the Senate floor. No
Bill 330. Th(' bill, he said, final date has bPI'n set for the
"presents an ideal opportunity for hearing, but it is expectt•d to be
the Democratic majority in the eith<:>r Saturday or Monday.
UNM President Ferrel Heady
Senate to transfer their 1970
said
he anticipates many students
platform from words into fact."
Ortiz was referring to a section will be in Santa Fe when the
of the 1970 state Democratic hearing is held and he hoped
platform which reads, "The faculty members would be
government of this country "sympathetic and understanding
should be held to the to students who might be away
Constitutional mandate that war for that purpose."
"This is what my attitude
shall be made only on t.he
declaration of Congress. We would be if I were a faculty
cannot tolerate the policy of member," Heady said, but he

Senate Bill 330 would force a
court decision as to whether or
not the President has the right to
send troops to an overseas conflict
which has not been declared a war
by Congress. 330 is based on a
Massachusetts bill.
In the Public Affairs

Committee hearings, a committee
member said he felt the bill would
require extra personnel in the
attorney general's office and an
allocation to cover court costs.
But Attorney General David
Norvell, in a statement issued
yesterday, said, "I cannot envision

that such a workload would
require the hiring of additional
personnel. In fact, the bill would
seem to authorize a form of class
action and could be disposed of
by the filing of only one law
suit."
Norvell said he intended to
testify before the committee
Wednesday about the attorney
general.'s role in the bill, but could
not because of rescheduling of
another, hearing. He said
yesterday, "I believe this office
Barboa (D-Bern.).
could enforce the provisions
Barboa, a member of the without a great deal of
Senate committee, Wednesday difficulty."
said the Indochina War was "a
Lt. Gov. Robert Mondragon is
Republican, not a Democratic expected to release a statement
war." He also pointed out 70 supporting the bill sometime
percent of the draftees in the state today. During the Public Affairs
and 67 p(•rcent of the state's war Committee hearings Wednesday,
d(•ad are from minority groups.
Mondragon said, "Ending this war
ASUNM President Eric Nelson (in Vietnam) is the first stop
called the measure "a vitally toward bringing the p<~ople
important stand to take. It would together." He said h!' suppurted
free th<' overbut·dened N!'w the bill, but did not repres<'nt the
Mexico youth from an illegal war." administration, only "a certain
A car caravan for interested segment of the population of New
students will organize in front of Mexico."
Johnson Gym at 9 a.m. Saturday,
The archbishop of the Santa Fe
the day ASUNM officials diocese is expected to issue a
anticipate the Senate will hear the statement supporting Hart's bill
bill.
sometime today.
Students wishing to volunteer
Although 12 people came
to take people to Santa Fe may forward in support of the bill at
sign up in the Union lobby. For the Public Affairs Committee
further information, call hearing, no one came forward to
277-5520.
_.....,
oppose this measure.

GSA Cabinet Backs Exemption Bill
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added he would not issue a
directive to faculty members to
automatically excuse students,
nor did he plan to declare a
moratorium on classes.
"I am on record as being
opposed to the Vietnam War. I'm
not too optimistic about what this
bill would accomplish as to ending
the war, but if I WPI'e a legislator,
I wmdd vote for it," he said.
Third-year law student Lou
Marjon, who attended the Senate
Publi<: Affairs Committee hearings
on the bill this week, said the
measure did not have a chance
when it was first introduced.
He said the report without
recommendation "pragmatically,
is a minor victory. Idealistically it
was a disgrace."
Marjon said he thought the bill
was not given a recommendation
because of "the injection of a
political element" by Sen. Eddie
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Troop Withdrawal Proceeds on Schedule

Nixon: Vietnamization

'S uccess '

-:r..-~___,.

troops fighting in South Vietnam.
But he said that "I'm not going
to speculate on what position"
Thieu might take in the future.
The President said he has
promised on several occasions in
the past that he would order use
of American air strikes over North
Vietnam if there were attacks on
' ' T h i s means our American reconnaisance planes or
Vietnamization program is a if increased infiltration from the
success and can continue on north endangered U.S. troop
schedule and even altead of withdrawals, The President said he
schedule," Nixon told a news had ordered such strikes in the
conference from the White House. past and would order them again
Nixon said South Vietnamese in the future if necessary.
Nixon was asked whether the
had proved themseves superior to
United
States might have to keep
North Vietnamese forces in Laos.
He quoted Gen. Creighton W. a force of from 50,000 to
Abrams, the U.S. commander in 100,000 troops in Vietnam
Vietnam, that the South through the next presidential
Vietnamese "by themselves can., election in 1972.
He replied that. total American
hack it."
withdrawal would depend on the
The President also ruled out- freeing of all U.S. prisoners of
for the time being- any use of war.
U.S. air power to support a South
"We are for a total withdrawal
Vietnamese invasion of the north. on a mutual basis," the President
"No such plan is under said. "But as long as American
consideration in this prisoners of war, which number
government," he said.
1600, are being held in North
Vietnam jails, we will' have to
Nixon noted that South
maintain a residual force.
Vietnamese President Nguyen Van
"Our goal is to get all American
Thieu has said twice in recent
soldiers
out of Vietnam as quickly
days that such a move north
as possible," Nixon said.
might be necessary if the Hanoi
Asked about the reported
government continued to keep its

WASHINGTON (UPI)President Nixon said Thursday
night the South Vietnamese
operation in Southern Laos has
gone well and assured that
American troop withdrawals from
Vietnam can proceed on schedule
or ahead of schedule.
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Contrary

A rubber plant with its own
ideas of growth patterns winds its
way toward the ceiling of the
second floor of the Union.

introduction of mobile
anti-aircraft missiles into Laos by
the Communists, Nixon said the
development was to be expected
and "is not unusually alarming."
He said the allies were prepared
to take "effective action" against
the anti-aircraft missiles, but that
"it will not be tit for tat." He did
not elaborate.
Discussing the possible invasion
of North Vietnam by South
Vietnamese forces, Nixon said. "I
can say that no such plan has ever
been suggested by President Thieu
to us, none has been considered
and none is under consideration,"
Nixon replied.
The President said he would
never use U.S. airpower in North
Vietnam just to help the South
Vietnamese. "The test will always
be . . . whether ot· not N!M!!~
Vietnamese activities are
endangering the American forces
as we continue to withdraw," he
said. "It is then and only then
that we would use American
airpower."
On the MidEast, the President
said the United States would not
impose any kind of Arab-Israeli
peace settlement. He said
considerable progress had been-made in negotiations during the
seven months since the first
ceasefire went into effect.

United States Urges Egypt Exercise Patience in MidEast
MIDEAST (UPI) - 'l'hl' United
MidEast peace negotiations and
States has Uq(<)d Egypt to PXercise to call for an extension of t.he
patience and l'Psiraint while cease-fir<' as Thursday's secret
Washington seeks to persuad<' meeting of the Big Four pow!'rs
Israel to ease its hardlint• got tllldNway.
no·withdrawal policy in the
Isra~l lodg!'d its fuurth
MidEast, political sourcc's in Cairo
complnint in six days with the
report.Nl Thursday.·
United Nations against Egyptian
The curn•Jd. Arab- IsrMii · l'~connaissanct' flights across tht•
cease-fire is sclwdulc>d to t•xpire Sut'Y. Canal ceas~·fire line. A 'l't•l
Sunday and buth sid(~S are Aviv spokesman said two Sovi!'treport.ed to have plac~<·d their built Sukhoi-7 jet fighterarmNl fot'e<~s on full batt!<' alert. bombers flew ovt~r Uw Cl'ttlral
s!'dor during tltt• day in violation
In N ~w York, U.N. Secretary of eeas<' · fire agre(•nwnts.
GI'!WJ'al U 'l'hant rr>fused U.R.
AnothN Israeli spolwsman said
rcq U<'sts to isstH' a report on the

Friday, March 5, 1971.

Arab Guenillas fired Soviet·
made Katyusha rockets at a house
in the village of Masaada in the
occupied Golan Heights of Syria
during the night. He made no
mention of casualliPs or
countN·fire.
Pal(•stinian sources in Cairo said
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
was so angered by the deadlock in
the peace talks that h<> had agreed
to resume financial and military
support for guerrillas operating in
the occupi('d Ga:r.a Strip- -Israel's
most troublesomE' area.
Sadat met tor more t.lum five

hours with his top military and
political leaders to discuss
whether to accept another
extension of the cease·fire.
Diplomatic sources in London
said soundings in Cairo and
Jerusalem indicated neither side
was likely to resume the fighting
immediately even if there were nc)
formal extension. But they said
the big four was anxious for an
agreed arrangement and was
seeking a facP - saving means of
extending the ceas(! - fire and
prolonging the peace talks under
U.N. mediator Gunnar V. Jan·ing
in New York.

The talks have bogged down
over Egypt's demand for a
promise from Israel to withdraw
from all Arab territory occupied
during the 1967 war and IsraPI's
refusal to give any such
commitment in advance of peace
negotiations.
The Cairo political sources said
U.S. Secretary of State William P.
Rogers in a message to Egyptian
fot·eign minister Mahmoud Riad
earlier this Week "specifically
vowed to persuade Israel into
revising its policy and asked Egypt
to show patience and restraint
while that is bt>ir,g don<·.'~
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Coed Dorms May Become Reality

'
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Administrators Must Approve Committee Report.
Coed dorms may become a
reality next semester if University
vice presidents approve the
recommendations of the Housing
Committee.
In its report the committee said
the motivation behind the
Pl'Oposal is "to give the students a
chance to exercise a maximum
degree of s!llf-responsibility."
One of the University's
objectives is "to prepare students
to become responsible memb'ers
of a democratic society." This
goal could be facilitated by
"providing students with variable
housing," the report stated,

Repair R; :'lfaintenancc
on all foreign cars

9.oreign

Car Specialisls

333 Wyoming Blvd. ;'liE
265-5901
.l'rce Estimates

The vice presidents must
approve the report. "We have a
mid· April deadline for getting
housing contracts out so
<'
hopefully we'll know pretty ' soon
about coed residence halls," said
Karen Glaser, associated dean of
students. "I don't know if the
regents will be asked to approve
the proposal- either formally or
informally," Glaser added.
Pat Griego, president of
Residence Hall Council (RHC)
and member of the Housing
Committee, termed the report "a
rush job." "There was only one
month to get the report ou~, but
the committee ignored a lot of
student requests."
The Housing Committee is
comprised of four housing
p erso nne! deans, two student
members of the residence hall
staff, the president of RHO and a
liaison from student government.
Coronado, DeVargas, Hokona
and Laguna Halls were
recommended by the committee
as coed dormitories. For students
who want to maintain their
present lifestyles, the committee
suggested that Santa Ana, Santa
Clara, Alvarado and Onate be
non-coed halls.

'W'ind
from

the
east
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March 7th in the SUB Theater 6:00, H:OO, and 10:00 P:.\1
$1.00 with ID ASUNM Film Committee
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"The students were ignored in
some of the recommendations,"
Griego stated. "There was definite
evidence in the RHC survey that
students wanted Alvarado to be
coed,"
Several different types of coed
living arrangements were outlined
in the report: in De Vargas·
Laguna men will be assigned to
one side of a floor, women will be
assigned to the alternate side,
within the suite arrangement; in
Coronado, men and women will
be assigned to alternate wings; and
in Hokona men and women will
be &ssigned to alternate houses on
each floor. A suggestion for an
experimental floor with
alternating suites or room& was
also included.
"An overwhelming number of
students wanted a room to room
living arrangement, not separate
wings," Griego said. I don't know
why the committee rece>mmended
separate wings. One month ago
there was a lot of liberal talk but
when the chips were down the
deans showed they were deans."
The committee also
recommended 24-hour visitation
in all the coed dorms, but added
"each living unit will be free to
choose limited visitation plans or
they may opt to continue lhe
initial 24 hour plan."
For non-coed halls the
following visitation hours were
recommended: Santa Anaweekends only, Santa Clara,
Alvarado and Onate.
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Senate Will Reconsider
Voter Registration Bill

. SANTA FE -. The Senate last
Library Promotions
week voted to reconsider a bill
Two new librarians have been
named at the UNM's Zimmerman which would oblige a voter 18 to
21 years old to register in the
Library.
place
residence of his parents
Bess Knapp, who has been a or legalofguardian.
clerk in the library director's
The Senate earlier passed the
office, is the new assistant general
measure
30·1, but voted to
reference librarian. She has a
reconsider
it after protests that
master of library science degree
the
bill
constituted
illegal class
from Rutgers University and has legislation.
been a librarian in Elizabeth and
Al Bergman, president of
Woodbridge, N.J., and Rochester, Concerned
New Mexico Youth,
N.Y.
called
the
measure
"an attempt to
Mary Hanson, earned her
dilute
the
potentially
powerful
master of library science degree
vole
of
the
18
·
to
21
·
year
· olds
from the University of Denver. in the 1972 election,"
She is the new assistant
"This bill is clearly
acquisitions librarian, having been
dis
criminatory class legislation,
a clE'rk in the serials department.
unconstitutional and violative of
Student Aids
equal protection under the law.
The student aids office is The Senate is virtually attempting
accepting applicants for student to eliminate the vote of a large
loans up to $500 for the summer segment of college and vocational
session. Deadline is April 15.
education students who would
have to make an expensive and
inconvenient trip home to register

Law School

Benefactor

and vote," he said.
The bill, sponsored by Sen. I.
C. Morgan (D ·Curry· Roosevelt),
rcq uires a minor voter include in
his application to register a decree
of emancipation from a court or a
satisfactory proof he is registering
in the residence of his parent or
guardian.
The legislature earlil•r this
session passed the 18 · year · old
vote for local and stale elections,
but the measure . must still be
ratified in the next general
election.
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New History Professor
Alll'n Gerlach, who is
compl('ting requirt>menls for a
Ph.D. in history at UNM has been
appoinh•d an assistant professor
of history.
He is at UNM's Andean Studies
Center in Quito, Ecuador, this
semester teaching Brazilian
history, history of the Andean
republics, and a seminar on
modern and contemporary Latin
America.
Gerlach has a bachelor's degree
in history and Latin American
studies from the Univr•rsity of
Nebraska and master's degree in
history from UNM. He also has
attended the University of
Guadalajara and University of
Texas.
He has been a research assistant
at the University of Nebraska and
Teaching Assistant at UNM.
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withhold signing the contract for
the investigation program until
faculty and student involvement
in the project's planning be
investigated.
Heady said "We discussed, in
what. I think is a constructive
manner, consu!Lation with faculty
and participation of faculty in the
projpct."
Blumenfeld said that one
faculty member would be
included in a committee of people
from the community which
ISRAD would form "to advisE'
ISRAD in the development of the
project."
Sociology profl~ssor Gilbert
Merltx, critic of the project, was
pn'sent at the meeting. "ISRAD
promised improvements" he said,
"but they refused to give facult.y a
d(•finPd role at this time."
The ISRAD proj('ct is to be an
Jnvestigation of the Albuquerque·
Bernalillo County justice system.
The LEAA, a branch of the
Justice Department is to finance
the project with a $300,000 grant.
Scveml faculty members who
remain dissatisfied with the
project have called a general
meeting for Tuesday at 3 p.m. in
the Union.

ij
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King Reappoints
2 to NMSU Regents
Gov. Bruce King named a new
member to the Board of Re~ents
of New Mexico State University
(NMSU) while reappointing two
other Board members.
The new appointee, Malcolm
Garrett of Clovis will succeed D.
W. Reeves of Albuquerque whose
term expired Jan. 1. Although a
regent's term runs for six years
Garret's term will end Jan. 1,
1973 because his appointment
was made to fill an unexpired
term.
The reappointed members,
Seaborn Collins of Las Cruces and
Avelino V. Gutierrez of
Albuquerque have served on the
Board of Regents since July of
last year.
All three appointments must be
approved by the Senate.
Collins was the former state
chairman of the Heart Fund and
president of the Las Cruces
Chamber of Commerce.
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"A song of revolution
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-Morgenstern, NEWSWEEK

:\larch !lth and 6th
At G:OO, 1{:00, and !O:OOpm
In The SUB Theater
$1.00 with ID

ASUNM Film Committee

AGORA
North TVest Corner Mesa Vi,1/a
277-3014
1 I 00 San Mateo ~.E., 2(i5-6!1:ll

1100 Shop
.55

CHEESEBURGER same as above wjdteddr!l' l'lle"sn
~"

.. .. .. .65

DEALER FOR:

•
•
•
•
•
•

HARTI.EY • KLIPSCH • SAE
SHERWOOD • DYNACO
BENJAMIN MIRACORD
SHURE • SEEBURG
STANDARD RADIO
SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE
e WATIS RECORD CLEANERS.

)

dbl. meat american cheese
relish sauce & onion . . . . . . . . . . .

.89

FlESTA HURGER chili, cheese & oniotz ..•.•. , ...•. , . , . .

.65

(MOST OTHERS AVAILABLE)

LONDON AND

...

by

HAMBURGER mayon11aise, tomato, jJichle Jy o11io11

BoNANZA BURGER

-._

CUSTOM
COMPONENTS

FJ'Om the Hroilicr

PETER LUKE

A mysterious philanthropist
pulls the knob on a candy
machine- and contributes to the
UNM scholarship fund. Part of the
profits from vending machines on
campus now go into scholarships
"mainly for needy students"
reports Lavon McDonald, assistant
director of student aids.

Legal Study Discussions
'Constructive' Says Heady
A meeting Wednesday about
the proposed ISRAD Law
En f orcf.'men t Assistance
Administration (LEAA) contract
involved what UNM President
Ferrel Heady called a
"constructive" discussion of
faculty involvemf.'nt in the
projE'et.
Participants in the meeting
includ('d ISRAD Director Jack
Campbell, Associate Director of
ISRAD Arthur Blumenft>ld and
sevPral faculty membPrs who have
b~en critical of the proposf.'d
study project.
The Faculty Policy Committee
last w (•t'k H•q Ue!'tPd Heady

_·. .

kopy korner

.. I

The Mexican · American Law
Students Assn. will hold a
two-day conference for minority
group students on March 5·6 in
the Union, room 250·<.:.
Graduates and undergraduates are
invited to discuss the study of
law, admission to law school. The
Conference will be from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. on March 5, and from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on March 6.

Written by

Th,
trnlvers1ty Medical School perspective provided by thelastfouryearswithanygroup
professor was defended by James considering that the training of of universities you wish to
L. Thorson, state president of the young physicians is far too compare them with," Thorson
American Association of important a task to leave to those said.
University Professors (AAUP), in professors whom the report refers - - - - - - - - - - - - - a letter to Gov. Bruce King.
to attracting to New Mexico by
Hot coffee and warm talk:
Thorson challenged statements 'our present salary schedules with Agora-24 homs a day. 277-3013.
by King and Robert Kirkpatrick, moderate increases from time to
director of finance, made in time .. .'", Thorson said.
.·.· LUl'I-i.tR.AN .~
King said, according to the
stories by Wayne Scott in the
Albuquerque Journal March 2 and Journal story, that "we're going
· ..E~lSCOPAL
3.
to discuss very strongly the BEF
'Vprsll.ipScbedul~ ·
The story alleged that the recommendations and insist they
.. LtJTHERAN·.
professor, plus one other Medical be justified. All were concerned
School instructor with a salary of about those $40,000 salaries."
. · a~ H:OO !l.!m. . .
$40,100, were the highest paid of
The Universities in the state
·J'he Rev, Ri~har<l Ellic:>tt
all state employes.
would lose over $2 million in a
.. .
. . EPISCOPAL,,.
Thorson said that he believed recommended cut by the Board of
at 9.:~0 a.m. &5:00p.ll;l.
that the salary was justified Educational Finance.
,Wedn~sdl!y ;mdSt,'Days,l~:$0 !Xtn•
because much of the salary of
"Probably more discouraging to
.··. _·,· ·,, Tlu: Rev. William
Cr!!Ws
Medical School professors is paid me than the attack on high
·
.. ..
by the professional practice fund
salaries is the failure to recognize
'
: at.G!!nterbuty t:;:hapel ·
•
and not by the taxpayers.
that salaries at New Mexico
421>
tJn.ivenity
Nl:
·
..
.. ,--.
"Radiology is among the
highest paid specialties in
medicine. We are probably
fortunate to have a person as
SIMMS BUILDING
247-4406
highly qualified as the professor
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
you mention for so little. Public
Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down to 8~" x 11':
attacks on such a person can only
Computer printouts, engineering drawings, acrounting worksheets, organixt:~tion
encourage him to discontinue his
.arts, oversized periodicolo and book•.
public service and retreat to a
----------- -----·-----private practice where he can
easily double or even triple his
salary.

FLAME HORGER hir!tmy smolu: .raucc & rm/ou . . . . . . • . .

.5()

FR.O~TXER.

Fl.EST..A."IJR..A.l.VT
Across from Johnson Gym
2400 C=mtral AvA. SF
7:30-5:30 266-0550
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"WE SUGGEST YOU SHOP, THEN
COMPARE. OUR PROFESSIONAL AS-

SISrANCE, SERVICE POLICY, AND
PRICING BEFORE YOU BUY"

Complete COMPONENT,
Systems-$215 up
By Appointment
Allor 6:00 & Woek·Ends
Phone: 265-5105

I•'riday, March 5, 1971

Cotton Knit
SHIRTS
WITH MOXIE

l/
\'

Put a little extra adrenalin in
your image with shirts that say

"Here I AM"! Like these, in
small neat stripejPtints, assorted colors, mild & wild.

r
'

~'

10.00....•.. 10.50

Shop Mon. Wed. Fri.

till9 PM
J;lage 3

BSU Schedules Events Grad Women Plan Investigation
For Weekend Happening Cha~gin~ t~at Charge Discrimination in Their Departments

Workshops, speakers, panel
discussions and entertainment are
events scheduled for the "Black
Happening" March 5-7 and will be
open to the public. The weekend's
events are sponsored by the Black
Student Union (BSU).
The weekend's events will
culminate Sunday evening with a
talk by Nathan Hare, presently
the director of the Black Studies
Institute at San Francisco ·State
College. Hare will speak at
Pop,joy Hall at 8 p.m. and a
reception will follow at p.m. at
the International Center which
will also be opened to the public.
Hare, author of "Black
Anglo-Saxons" was a consultant
to the World Council of Churches
in London in 1969. Hare served
on the Black Home and Education
Workshops as Chairman at the

.,.

Bernalillo County Manager Carl
Allen who points to a lack of
authority and funds for major
improvements in the Southwest
Valley,

Carl Allen

Welfare Housing

Fight to Improve Their Neighborhoods Despite Apathy of Area Residents

THE TIME IS NOW!
'Vould you like to rE>Ceive free Ih ~ng
lessons (if quaHficd} ::,nd o•:ct- f.. I 000
while stilJ in coJlcge? Do you want a
guaranteed job upon receiving a na~he-
lor•s degree? If you answer HYES,"
perhaps you shouJd investigate the opM
portunities that the Air Force ROTC
program can offer you.
To find out if you nre eligible for our
program, there nrc two initial proces·
sing steps: the Air Force Officer Qua} ..
ifying Test and a physical examination.
And remember, there is no obligation
incurred by Processing for the program.
If you nrc in good health, have a 2.0
cunrulativc grade point average nnd
two ncadcrnic years remaining (eithl"r
graduate, undell.'Tnduate, or n. combjnn ..
lion of both), contact us NOW. Initial
processing for entrance into the pro·
gram next September should be completed by 1 April 1971.

3025 CENTRAL NE 255-4851

poor in Albuquerque's South
Valley.)
The social and physical woes of
Albuquerque's Southwest Valley
are being fought by eight
Community Action Associations,
residents of the area working in
cooperation with the EOB to pull
themselves up by the bootstraps.
Based in Armijo, Adobe Acres,
Barcelona, Pajarito, Five Points,
Atrisco, Arena!, and Los Padillas,
the associations wage a fight to
improve their neighborhoods
despite the apathy of most of the
area residents. Some of their
meetings have as few as eight
people and dissention breaks out
frequently, even among this small
number.
The goals of the associations..
vary widely. The Adobe Acres
Assn. is building a park, after
having completed a landscaped
entranceway to their area, which
is basically a middle class
neighborhood in contrast to the
other areas.
The Pajarito Assn. is trying to
raise money to build a health
clinic and implement an
ambulance service for their
residents.
Fund-raising
The Armijo Assn. is currently
conducting a fUl!d-raising drive to
build a new fire station. Their old

JHR

one was burned down, allegedly
by an ar.sonist, two weeks ago,
along with both fire trucks and
the rescue vehicle. The entire
South Valley is protected with
volunteer fire departments and
following the loss of district two's
fire station, the people in the area
have ortly one 40-year-old fire
truck that was loaned to them for
fire protection.
"If you want something done
down here you have to do it
yourself; nobody is going to hand
it to you," said Ms. Betty Jones,
president of the Pajarito Assn.
Justice Group
One of the major projects of
the associations is the Mutual
Justice and Crime Prevention
Group. This plan seeks to
"increase the communication
between the community and the
police and cut the crime rate,"
said Steve Gutierrez, leader of a
committee seeking to implement
the plan.
"We must try to make the
people of this area understand
how police work and help them to
pr.event crime," Gutierrez said.
· He believes the people in the
area are hesitant to report crimes
to the police, or to cooperate with
them too much, due to peer
pressure against the authorities.

Lujan-Dow
housing problems stem from the
Congressman Manuel Lujan and fact that we didn't have zoning
Bernalillo County Sheriff Red until 1968. Zoning has eliminated
Dow are reportedly in full much of the difficulty since that
agreement with the goals and time."
methods of the plan.
Allen said his administration
Not all residents of the has paved more than 200 miles of
Southwest Valley agree with the roads in the past four years and
thinking of the associations, the that width is the problem with
EOB, or the majority of their many of the roads, not their
neighbors. One Chicano, who runs condition.
a neighborhood grocery store,
The lack of central water and
declined to have his name used for sewer systems are not the fault of
.fear of retribution and expressed the county, said Allen.
an atypical view.
County Authority
"I don't see why. these people
"County government has no
can't work for a"living," he legal authority to provide
contended. "Sure, it's getting municipal services such as water,
crowded around here, but people garbage collection, or sewer
are getting things like food stamps facilities. I have a bill in the New
too easy. I never had any trouble Mexico House at this time which
getting a job in construction and would authorize us to build these
I've only got a fifth grade facilities, (water and sewer)
education. They're just lazy."
probably using bond issues to
Carl Allen, Bernalillo County raise the re~enue."
Manager, said there are several
The bill, HB 279, provides "for
reasons for, and solutions to, the acquisition and operation of
problems of the Southwest water, sewer, and other public
Valley.
improvements; declaring an
'Not That Bad'
emergency" states its text. It
"First of all, I don't think relates to all the counties in New
things are all that bad in the Mexico, and would authorize
Southwest Valley. I live there so bond issues for the improvements.
I'm not unaware of conditions in
'No Comment'
the area," he said.
On the success of the EOB
"Some of the overcrowding and programs in the Southwest Valley,
Allen had a curt "no comment."
He said the Sheriff's Dept. is
"getting pretty good," and said
the improvement can be traced to
the Personnel Act which went
into effect for Bernalillo County
in July of 1969.
The distance between Chicago
and Shanghai is 7071 miles.

Big
Popejoy Hall

KINGSIZE
WATER BEDS

CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE

SPECIAL ANOUNCEM:ENT

SCHWINN V ARSITY1il SPORT

• 10 speed
derailleur gean

92.95

• Sports style

handlebars
• Dual-Position
caliper brake
levers
• Twin-Stik".l gear•
shift controls

COME IN

FOR A TEST'

RIDE

In our programming, :\farch is a heady month,
(no pun intended) and unless you are prepared for
a wild & fanciful flight into the bizarre limits of the
imagination, you won't enjoy Hadrian VII. Picture
a lowly, impecunious Cockney clerk with delusions
of grandeur. For most clerks, hcing manager is the
dream. This particular clerk, a religious fanatic,
sees himself as Pontiff of the Roman Catholic
Church, spiritual leader of 400,000,000 souls and in
his dreams becomes Pope Hadrian VII, the first English Pope in 600 years. It's all based upon the true
life story of a far-out, obscure novelist, Frederick
Roth, who took the lmhhliest literary trip since De
Quincy's Opium Eaters. This comedy-melodrama
is not for everybody, hut if you can still boast of
cerebral elasticity, plan to sec it Monday, Mard1 8,
at8:15 p.m.
Tickets arc available at $5.50, 5.00, 1.50, 1.00, and
3.50.

Friday at 6:30 p.m. "Goals of
the Weekend" will be discussed at
an orientation meeting at the
Kiva. Later that evening a black
ball will be held at the American
Legion Post 49 on 11,005 Central
N.E. The dance will begin at 8:30
p.m. ·with no admission charge.
Workshops are scheduled for
Saturday from 9:30-11:30 a.m.
with speakers from Los Angeles
dis cussing topics ranging from
black political movements to
black art. The afternoon will be
devoted to a panel discussion
concerning the "Future Directions
for the Black Struggle" and a
short program will be presented
by a group from Highland High
School.

This seemingly abandoned house is the . home of a welfare
recipient in the Pajarito section of Bernalillo County's Southwest
Valley. It has no plumbing of any kind, and most of its crumbling
adobe walls and windows are patched with paper.

Community Action Associations Set Various Goals
By DAVE PARKER
(Editor's note: This is the
second of a two part series
examining the problems of being

National Black Power Conference
in 1967 and 1968.
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•

6 1/2 X7 1/2

$49.95
10% discount wilD
•rwo l-ocations
435 San Mateo NE
256-7241

a meal
•

Ill

lloffmantown Shoj})ling
Center
296-0311

•

Rugby

Ali-Frazier Fight

A round-robin rugby
tournament sponsored by the
UNM rugby team, will be held this
weekend at Johnson Gym field.
University of Arizona, Phoenix,
and Austin, Tex. clubs will join
the UNM team in the tourney,
Games begin Saturday at 11 a.m.
noon, 2:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m.
and on Sunday at 10 and 11 a.m.

Tickets for a closed circuit TV
showing of the March 10,
Mohammed Ali-Frazier fight are
available for $6 at the Union
ticket office. A limited supply is
available and may be purchased
upon showing student ID. The
black student Union is sponsoring
the ticket sales.

Spurs

An Argentine theatrical group
will give a presentation entitled
"The Argentine People in Theatre,
Music, and Dance," March 6, at
the Aquinas Newman Center, at 8
p.m. The troupe, including well
known personalities of the
Argentine stage, is sponsored by
the UNM department of modern
and classical languages, in
cooperation with the Argentine
embassy.

The Spurs will hold a coke and
conversation party March 7, at 3
p.m. in the Union lounge. All
freshman women with a three
point grade average and taking 12
credit hours are invited.
Applications for Spurs may be
picked up there.

Movie of India
The India-American Assn. in
co-operation with the
International Center will present
an Indian movie entitled "Love
and Suffering," March 6, at 6:30
p.m. in the Anthropology
building, Admission is $1.

Sierra Club
The Sierra Club's free film
"Wilderness Alps of Stehekin"
will be presented to the public
March 5, at 8:30 p.m. in the
biology building room 139. The
film, sponsored by the biology
honorary, Phi Sigma will follow a
Phi Sigma business meeting for
election of new members.

Chicano Lecture
Iuben Dario Salas will give a
guest lecture, at the Chicano
Studies Center, March 8, at 7 :3'0
p.m. Salas will speak on The
Cebolleta Land Grant, "A Brief
Account." The public is invited.

those working in the pwvisional
masters degree program, and only
20 percent of the doctoral
candidates. As an extreme
example she pointed to the
elementary education department
which has 105 women and six
men at the masters level, and one
woman and two men at the
doctoral level.
In their study the women hope
to explore the reasons behind the
differences in enrollment. Fashing
speculated that attending grad
school was not financially feasible
for many women because fewer of
them are hired to GA and TA

~
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Counselo•· Always on Duty

,!106 Central S.E.
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Cold-Brewed 8-B-B-Ballantine
P. Ballantine & sons, Newark, Now Jorsey

Chemistry Seminar

QUaRt€RS
tounqe &
BaR-B-Q

--

SCHLITZ
$3.84/case
96c/6 pack
Send a child to camp

905 yat€ 5€

-
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Now is Four Sizes, Starting at $40
Every Model Is Guaranteed For Five Years
Gold Street Circus-- 1820 Central SE

and nowtlw best in beds
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Tops 'n Bottmns f(>r
Guys 'n Gals
Smne of the Good
Things the Trend

Live And Love On Liquid Luxury!

•

<WI.~-·~-

Tlte heel that suspends you on liquid luxury for
a fantastic st~nsation of semi-weightlessness and
complete relaxation. You fall asleep faster, sleep
dcc•ply and wake· up rested, refreshed ~nd alive!

·- •

Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry

Ed Lew is of the UNM
chemistry department will speak
at a departmental seminar in the
chemistry building room 101, at
3:30p.m., March 5.
Lewis' talk on cyclic polyethers
and their complexes with alkali
metals is free and open to all
interested persons.

-.
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\bu'll never taste
acolder beer.

the
PACIFIC
WATERBED

HENRY'S
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CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

gold street czrcus has it!

always 1he best in rerords-

DRIVE-IN
1916 Central SE

positions. She said many became
discouraged by family problems
and by the attitude toward
women of some professors.
Th
.
.
e group Will meet agam on
Thursday, March 11,

Argentine Program

BankAmericnrd/Mastcr Charge

itself

"gradua_te women
are d1scnmmated agamst both
formally and informally in their
departments," Lucia Montague
said an investigation of University
hiring and academic practices
would be initiated at UNM.
The women met informally to
discuss the status of graduated
women in the University and to
make plans for systematic
research on salary ratios between
men and women, graduate school
admission policies, fellowships
and other areas of concern to
women at UNM.
Montague said the women are
planning ''a four-pronged
investigation," with a formal
committee to coordinate activities
among the graduate,
undergraduate, faculty and staff
women. They will be using the
Women's Coordinating Center in
Mesa Vista, which is funded by
ASUNM.
No formal reports were given at
the meeting except a general
survey done by Katy Fashing
which showed the percentages of
women at graduate levels in each
department. As you get into the
higher degree areas, she
concluded, "women comprise a
smaller and smaller percentage.
We want to find out why."
She said women comprise 40
percent of those working for
masters degrees, 42.4 percent of

Shops are into.

Shop
•WINROCK
eNOB HILL
eDOWNTOWN

Priday, March 5, 1!171
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Spring Sports Off
To _Running Start

Lohos Knocking on Cellar Door
Opinion
By MARK SANCHEZ
UNM will try to salvage the
remains of what has turned out to
be a miserable season for . the
floundering Wolfpack. this
weekend in Arizona.
The Lobos will have to win the
two contests against Arizona State
on Friday night, and Arizona
Saturday to stay above .500 ball
for the season.
If the trend of WAC basketball
holds true to form however the
Wolfpack will finish the season
with a 13-13 season.
Coach Bob King's team stands a
chance of winning Saturdays
contest against the Wildcats of
Arizona who, like the Lobos, have
had their share of problems in the
.WAC this season.
In order for the Lobes to break
their six-game losing streak, they
'.,.. I

I If f·l

;z- -- -

FUN

FUN

.:·

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at University

FUN

. FUN

will have to realize a team
teams have tried to use to stop the
performance that has been sorely
BASEBALL
big
man from Indiana.
8-4 lead in the series that started
lacking in previous contests.
UNM baseball coach Bob Leigh
Faulkner
has
improved
steadily
in 1966.
The team the Lobos face
since the season began. During the opens his sixth season as skipper
tonight, the Sun Devils of Arizona
last road trip to Utah he proved to of the Lobos this weekend when
TRACK
State, started the losing streak for
they play host to New Mexico
be
one
of
the
most
effective
UNM
opens
its 1971 outdoor
the Lobos with a 92-80 win at
rebounders and scorers on the Highlands University in a track and field season Saturday
The Pit in February.
three-game series.
team.
•.
when coach Hugh Hackett's
Arizona lost here in
A single game is set for 3 p.m.
Harold Little, the junior college
Lobos b·avel to Tucson for a
Albuquerque last month and
transfer from an unbeaten team in at Lobo Field today with a triangular meet with Arizona and
though it has been doing all it can
California
has provided fans in twinbill on Saturday starting at San Diego State University.
do to stay out of the WAC cellar
Albuquetque
with some exciting noon also at Lobo Field.
Third-place finishers in the
(2-10) it will have to win its two
Leigh, who has posted a
moments between breathers.
WAC
Indoor championships, two
games this weekend against the
John Johnson has a good shot, 142-84-2 record in five seasons, weeks ago, the Lobos will have
LoboG (3-9) and UTEP (8-4), t6
will open the season with 12
excellent moves from the basket
do so.
lettermen from-last year's 27-18 outstanding performers in several
but
has
been
out
muscled
through
If the Wildcats do win their
t earn inc! ud ing his top four events but will probably have to
games this weekend and ·the most of the WAC schedule. But he hitters. The Lobo coach will have face the problem of no depth.
The field events and middle
Lobos lose their's the Lobos will has proven to be one of the Lobos to find replacements at second,
most determined dedicated
finish in last place.
distance
events should be the long
players.
catcher, one outfielder and a
suit
for
Hackett in Saturday's
Coach King will be counting on
The Lobes were picked in the starting pitcher.
meet. The Lobos will have two
top performances from Willie
Two-time All-WAC pitcher Jim
Long and Petie Gibson, his two beginning of the season to place Kremmel heads the pitching staff men in the high jump that could
graduating seniors. But he will first in the circuit. After beginning and will go to the mound for the break the school record of 6-10.
rely heavily on the scoring power to show themselves true to form season opener. Kremmel threw Peru's Fernando Abugattas and
by winning seven straight games,
Ingemar Nyman have both
the other three starters will have they
the first no-hitter in WAC history bettered the record in indoor
have lost.
to generate in order to win.
last year when he worked nine competition this season.
It has been pretty much
The 3 3.4 combined scoring
innings
against WAC champion
New Mexico's standard in the.
average of Mike Faulkner, Harold standard procedure to chalk off Arizona. Kremmel has posted a
the
losses
to
a
variety
of
reasons
pole is 16-4 but his mark could
Little and John Johnson has been
16-6 record in his two years as a also go .by the wayside. Ingemar
the scoring story behind many of but the Lobos have not played as
Lobo.
well
as
expected
this
season.
Jernberg cleared 16-6 indoors
the losses the Wolfpack has
Junior College All-American while UNM freshman record
It's not as though they are not
experienced this year.
Mike Hall will pitch the opener holder John Worcester has
Long has played tremendously as good as they are cracked up to
Saturday with either transfer Bill bett~red his 1970 best of 15-6 by
be.
It's
my
opinion
they
are
much
this year and should prove to be
Irwin or veteran Wendell. Franke clearing 16-0 during the recent
better than they are given credit
the Lobo scoring punch on the fol'.
( 2-3) the choice for the nightcap. indoor season.
Arizona trip.
had a !2-0 record last season
Hall
This weekend will provide the
Ulf Johansson, who set a
Gibson has been on again, off
at
Mesa
(Colo.) JC while Irwin sophomore school record in the
answer
to
a
question
many
fans
again as the little man in the
was 7-2 at Centerville, Iowa.
javelin last season, will be in his
lineup will try to overcome the have been asking for a while now.
All-WAC and NCAA Dist. 7 first meet of the year and will be
Are
the
Lobos
as
good
as
they
are
variety of defenses opposing
infielder Larry Minarsich led the out to improve on his 1970 season
said to be?
Lobos with a record setting .394 best of 256-4. He will be joined
batting averagt! last season and by freshman Eric Smiding who
will start at third. Team captain has a practice throw of 260-0.
Ken Johnson, who set a UNM
WAC 600 yard indoor
record with 26 stoh.•n bases in champion Reid Cole will join
1970, will be at second with Dave Roberts to give the Lobos a
George Ruth at first and rookie strong pair in the 880 yard run.
Bill Smith, a Detroit dmft choice, Roberts has a career hPst of
at shortstop. Letterman Jim 1 :·!9.9 run two years ago in the
Surber will catch replacing the WAC championships whilP Cole
graduated Rick Laub.
has a best of 1 :50.1.
All-WAC players Bob Faford
A pair of newcomPrs will
and Rick Wicks will return Lo tl)e lwadline the shorter races. Rich
outfield with veteran Armando !\Iauck, second irt the California
Reyes joining the group in left junior college championships last
field.
SC'ason, will be the top Lobo in
New_ Mexico Highlands will tlw 120 yard high hurdles.
have nine lettermen from last
Walter Henderson, a fre~hman
year's 25-10-1 team that defeated fmm Canton, Ohio, will headline
the Lobos three time1; to take a r:-.:.:-.rs en(ry list in both the 100
and 220 yard dash. !It• came to
Nt•w Mexico with a prep best of
:09.5 in the 100 and :20.9 in the
220. Ih•ndC'rson is also expech•d
7.1.,
JLrc.sbptcrian
to run one leg of the quarh•rmile
.11 H 1
ralhurch
rt>lay.

Enjoy yourself.
The life you lead
may be your own.
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At Security Pacific Bank
we are proud of our
contributions to the
betterment of individual life.
Assisting in all things that
help people function better
in areas connected with
money.
Now, what can we do for you? We give you.training that
exposes you to all phases of our banking operation. Then
we give you the responsibilty that you need to prove
your abilities. This system works so well that most of
our people achieve a corporate officer's title anytime
after 1.8 months.
If you enjoy making decisions that make things happen,
start now. Make an appointment to see our
representative today. We'll be on campus
Mon. & Tue., March 8 & 9.

SECURITY PACIFIC NATIONAL
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Worship Servin, 9:30

____
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College Club
Tuesday, 7:30p.m.
Westminster Building
Nursery Available
823 Copper Ave. NE at locust NE

I

! i

Dance
The Ark Band from Santa Fe
and Little Orly will play at a
dance March 5, at 8 p.m. in the
Union Ballmom. Admission is 75
cents a person.

UNDERGROUND FILMS .COME
TO THE SURFACE AT THE
.~

1)

PERSONALS

INSURMOUNTABLE l'RORLEMS . , •
ARr:N'T. AGOUA ••• 24 Hours a Day,
northwoc.t corJI<'r of :Mooa Vista. 2773013. 3/8
AGORA STUDENT TO STUDENT
HJo}J.,P. Open 24 hours a da.y, 7 days a
wet>k. Corne in to tho northwest C"orner
o! :M<>Jn Vbw, or enll 277-3013. 3/5
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS muat
be in by 3 p.m. to run the following day.

2)

LOS'f&FOUND

FOUND: INJURED lo'Eli!ALE DOG,
mixed br<'Cd, wn with dar!< brown
)(lather ('ollnr. 3bout one :vca.t' old. Picked
up nenr l'"nnner'r~ Mnrkt't on Ji..l"b 28.
243-3Gl2. 3/8.
LOST: PHI DELTA THE'rA J.'RATI-:RNITY PIN. Generous. reward offered. 2774973 or 243·0066. 3/9
I•'OUND: :MBN'S TIMr:X Wrist Wntoh.
C!all Thorn 299-6940 after 5 pm. :1 '»
GOLDEN RETHIEVER, malo,
pUrple collnr, 105 Sycnmore N.E. No 1.
242-9031 after 6 I>m. 3/9

LOST;
3)

·l~?J

MIDNIGHT

Film Committee; "Sympathy for the
Devil;" Union Theatre; 5:30 p.m.
3HO; Union, room 250 B-C; 7 p.m.

6)

EMPLOYMENT

NEED TWO MEN PART-TIME NOW,
full time summer. 590 week. Call 2654908, 2-3 Friday only. 3/5
CONSIDr:RING ALASKA 1 Accurate, comprehensive brochure- about opportunittm
in construction. oil, flshing nnd cannC>rics, othl"rs. Send $2.00 e&"lh or mont-y
order. Jobs In Alaska, P.O. Box 1665,
Anchorng<", Alaska 99501. 3/11
r'ULL TilliE, PART TIME. Telephone
nnle, snlnry or commission. 266 .. 4208, Art.
Johnson. 3/3

7)

"I can throw open to yo11
pictttt·e gallery but your own
so11l. All I can give yott is the
opport11nity, the imptdse, the
key. I can help yo11 to make
yom· OU'll U'odd t'isible.
That t.r all."
-- fmm 'Steppeml olf"
hy Ht'.rse
1

LOBO

MISCELLANEOUS

DON'T ,JUST STAND THERE I Do something! Help our students by tuwring
bnsir. subjects two hours n week. We.
need you. Cull ISRAD Basic Education,
2500 Central, 277-3511 3/16
SHARE YOUR TALENT I Submit your
best art work, photo£:nlphy, po~try, fiction, and """"~., to the Thunderbird
spring isnuc. D~ndline April I, Room
206, Joumalbm Building. 3/G

Admission$2

5)

PLUs

25¢MembershipCard

SERVICES

I

FOR SALE

REDUCJm !<'Oit QUICK SALE I Adorable
'65 Ambassador wagon wnnts n good
hom~; likes everyone; purrs with new
tun cup nnd nlignmcn t. Cuddly at $395.
268·6080. 3/6
1959 VOLVO, 30 rn/gnl., re-built trans.,
grcnt body nnd Interior, rnclio, heater,
$GOO. 842-9698. 3/-;11~-----:--RNCONDITIONED TV's AND RNCORD
PLAYERS. Make n den!, 265-6085, 2421124, nCt..r 12, Dennis. 3/11

CLA§§IFIED
ADVERTK§ING

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

FORRENT

FUll.NISHED APARTMENTS F'OR
ll.ENT. Utilities vairl. Cochiti, S.E. Call
296-1073 alter 6:30 p.m. 3/5
liAI,F BLOCK 'fO UNM:-PIU!3h nw one·
bedroom furnished .n.pnrtmcnts, avnUnbtco,
March 20·Aprll 1-twln or double beds-·
$135 includm utllltim, 141 Cohnnbla
S.E., 266-3956. 3/31

with glasses and a gun

'f .

p.m.

or

4).

~

.

.
SATURDAY

LOOKING FOR A GIFT? Try handcra!tcd
sterling jewelry. Handy, 298-8370. 3/10
Jo;QUITADLE LU'E INSURANCE, tailored
to your n<"Cda, Jim Brand, 256-4367. 3/~
LEATHER, SANDALS AND CLOTHES
cuat.om made. Phone 243-4614. Low"'t
pric... 2/11

SAMANTHA ECCAR ·OLIVER REED
JOHN McENERY iN AN ANATOLE UNAK Pnoducr1oN

season as they felll60.65-154.00.
Earlier in the season the Lobos
decisioned the Rams
161.60-147.00.
After the Arizona meet the
team will travel to Utah for a
meet against Utah the following
day.
The team will return to Utah
on March 26-28 for the WAC
Championships in Salt Lake CiLy.

Friday, March 5
Alpha Kappn Psi; Union, room
250-E; noon.
GSA; Union, room 231-E; 1:30 p.m.
Union Board; Union, room 230; 3

RATES: 7e per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Joumalbm Bulldin.r. Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. It ad is to
205, afternoons preferably or mali.
run fiYc or more consecutive days with
na chanlles the rnte Is redu«d to 6c
CJ....ified Advertloin~~:
per Word and the minimum number
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: P=ent muat be llUlde in full prior to inoertlon or adTertisemenL

The first American periodical,
Andrew Bradford's American
Magazine, appeared in
Philadelphia in 17 41.

tntLM814 J'IC'.ftHitS o..d li'V- IIIWi l'oclf"r

The Saturday evening meet will
be the first time this year the
Lobes have faced Arizona. The
Wildcats sport a 5-6 overall record
compared to UNM's 10-0.
This season both teams have
beaten WAC foe CSU. Arizona
handed the Rams a 156.30-154.45
loss while the Lobos have beaten
CSU two times. Last week CSU
became UNM's 10 victim of the

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Yellow journalism was named
aft t'r a comic strip titled "The
Y Pl!ow Kid," which apppared in
the William Randolph Hearst
publications.

HER
fiRST
MiSTAkE
WAS
•
GETTING
•
INTO
TltE
CAR!

LAST 5 DAYS
TONIGHT

of the highest grade point averages
on the team with a 3.5 overall.
Jim Royce's accomplishments
consist of a fifth place finish in
the WAC tournament in the floor
exercise and a seventh place in the
NCAA on the trampoline. Royce
teams with Eaton on
synchronized trampoline. Last
year the pair fini~hed second in
the NCAA.

Calling U

Ill! .::.::.,.--:.=::-.-3[;

7:40-.9:30
Page6
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BANK.

Three gymnasts will conclude floor exercise event three years
their athletic careers at UNM running, and is aiming for his
tomorrow night when the Lobo fourth consecutive championship.
gymnastics team hosts the Last year he finished second in
University of Arizona in the last the NCAA and was the United
home meet of the season.
States Trampoline Champion.
The trio of seniors, Stormy Eaton is co-captain of this year's
Eaton, Bill Parise and Jim Royce, team along with Bill Parise.
represent the graduation of
Four years ago Bill Parise
gymnasts coach Rusty Mitchell would have never been considered
recruited in 1967, his first year as for captain.
coach.
When he was in high school in
In their four years of Butler, Pa. there were three things
competition they have been he cared about: gymnastics, his
participants on a team that has motorcycle and his leather jacket.
composed a won-lost record of
He graduated from high school
57-6, collected two WAC titles as the Western Pennsylvania
and placed fifth in the NCAA Champion in the rings, however,
tournament two times.
this feat did not offset his poor
In his four years at UNM, academic record.
Stormy Eaton has won the WAC
After one year of junior college
competition, the selling of his
motorcycle and leather jacket he
Latin American
transferred to UNM.
Studies Awards
As a Lobo his athletic career
has been hampered by shoulder
Joseph Holmes and Cecile injuries. Last year he recovered
Turrietta, Latin American Studies from a mid-season shoulder
students at UNM, have received separation to finish fifth in the
two annual awards from the rings at the WAC tournament.
Division of Inter-American
Academically Parise carries one
Affairs.
Holmes received the Miguel IIIIIIIIIIIIJIUIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIJIIIIIIIIIIJUWIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!
Jorrin award and Turrietta was
given the Reginald Fisher prize;
both awards are for superior
academic records.
lllllllllfllllllfliiiiiiiiiiiiiiUillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllll
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THEIADYINTHECAR

We are an equal opportunity employer.

Three Lobo Gymnasts Conclude Collegiate Careers

I

i iTh~ JUirot Jinit"eb

{ r.rt I""

If you enjoy your work, it
shows. In your personal life
and in the quality of the
work itself. That's why we
look for people who enjoy
working with people.
Helping people. Because
that's what a bank is all
about.

I

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:

1. Persona Is

2. Lost & Found

3 Services

5. For Sole

6. Employment

7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING------

1965 TRIUMPH HERALD Convertible.
$oOO. 264-4644, Ext. 60 or 298-7290.
3/12

Want Ads say it

LNVI llNLL BOTTOM JEANS. You n.W
1.1m. He have .'em. Lobo Mcn'o Shop; 2120
Central S.T~. 243-6984. 3/10

in a Big Way!!

S 0 N Y-230 TAPE :RECORDER with
spcnkcra nnd ncccssorica, excellent con.df ..
tion, Call 277-4969 a!te• 6, 3/6
BUCKSKIN PANTS, 29' W 30' L, newish,
bcnutifully mn.dc. $20. Cnll 277-4576.
3/6
S'rEREOS. These swrcoo hn.vc wnlnut
finish an<! BSR tumtnblca nnd wiD sell
for $88 cnch. United F'reight Snlcs,
3920 San Mntoo. Open D w 0. 2/6

Sat.-Sun.·
2:00, 3:50, 5:40
7:35, & 9:35

30 PORTABLE TV's. $30 to $60. 441
Wyoming N.E. 255·5987, 3/5
6

Nl~W

ZIG-ZAG SEWING MACHINES
with full tnol.ory guarantee. Nationally
ndvertlzcd brnnd to be sold for $20 <neb.
Monthly pnymcnta nvailnble. United
l•'rclght Snlcs, 3020 Snn Mateo, open D
w 9, 2/4

ENCLOSED$._ _ __

PLACED BY _______________
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editorial
Senate
Bill
330

letters
BSU Complains
To the Editor:
The Uhuru Sasa Center of the
Performing Arts, a component of the
Afro-American Studies Center,
presented a performance Feb. 26
aptly entitled "The Black
Experience." This performance was
culturally relevant, entertaining and
above all educational.
The non-support of this program
by the University community in
general and The Lobo in particular,
indicates to the Black Student Union
(BSU) a lack of concern regarding
the cultural and educational
contributions of the Afro-American
culture.
It certainly is a poor comment
upon the receptivity of the
supposedly "knowledge seeking"
University community when
programs of this sort are so poorly
attended and so scantily covered in
The Lobo.
Specifically The Lobo (joining
hands with local media) did not offer
a review of the program, thereby not
serving its function as a media geared
to reflect all segments of the
University.
BSU coordinators
Ray Hamilton, Barbara Brown
and Sam Johnson

Berna

By AARON HOWARD
The fantasy of the "International
Jewish Conspiracy" has been given
new life to serve a variety of political
· ends in the Soviet Union.
If it seems paradoxical that a
"progressive" country like the USSR
has to rely on the myth of a sinister
plot by a secret, all-powerful Zionist
conspiracy to achieve its political
ends, try explaining, in political
terms, how the USSR can link Jews
to their domestic problems and even
as a rationalization for invading
Czechoslovakia?
The state controlled mass media
have been engaging in a vicious
program of denunciation and ridicule
of Soviet Jewry since the 1967 war
As anti-Israeli propaganda, this can
be explained away in terms of Soviet
foreign policy in the MidEast. But is
it that easy to explain away domestic
charges of Jewish "financial
exploiters," "shylocks" and
"Hitlerites "?
The three million Soviet Jews are
subject to a double-edged sword
which denies them a right to their
culture and religion on one hand and
makes any kind of Jewish

Sen. Emmett Hart (D·Quay) is a
very popular-man with young people
and Vietnam war doves. He will be

even more popular if and when his
bill exempting New Mexico draftees
from fighting in an undeclared war is
passed by the Senate.
The bill, Senate bill 330, also
orders the state attorney general to
represent any state resident who
refuses to fight in an undeclared war.
The reason why Hart is so popular
is because he has his stuck his neck
out and supported a controversial
measure. He said earlier he didn't
expect the bill to have a prayer in
committee. With no
recommendation handed down on
the bill by the Senate Public Affairs
Committee, chances for the bill's
passage looks brighter.
Another reason why Hart is so
popular is because by introducing
Senate bill 330, he has shown at least

tacit support of the state's young
people.
The 18-year old vote will be on
the next election ballot. It is now up
to the people to decide whether or
not 18 - year - olds are added to that
list, we will be something to reckon
with around election time.
Hart's bill, however, is not a
grandstand play on his part to grab
the youth vote. The bill is, rather, an
expression of Hart's sincerity in
wanting an end to the Vietnam war.
But the gallery, packed with
future voters, supported Hart at
Wednesday's hearing, and will
remember what he has done for us.
When it comes time for the Senate to
vote on bill 330, the senators would
be wise to remember well.
Sarah Laidlaw

Cave In

consciousness a crime on the other Kochubiyevsky, the Lennigrad 12
hand.
who were sent to prison camps for
The paradox of a powerful nation up to 15 years on a trumped up
with a rich and diverse cultural charge of planning to highjack a
heritage openly espousing oppressive plane out of Soviet Union (even
policies toward some minorities attempting to leave the USSR is a
within its borders (the Jews actually capital crime) and other Jews
being one example among others) "engaged in profiting in religious
cannot easily be explained away.
articles" have become almost
Soviet suppression of the Jews as ritualized. There are the statements
an ethnic and religious community from "Jewish community leaders"
explains why recent campaigns of that things couldn't be better and
"too much ethnic and religious there is no Soviet anti-Semitism.
activities among groups in the Soviet Then there are the letters and
Union" falls doubly on the Jews.
statements of Jewish citizens
Soviet Jews are of significant attesting to the fact "our language
external concern to the government and civilization is Russian and we
because they have many ties with identify ourselves willingly with this
Jews living in non-Soviet sphere rich culture." Then there are the
countries. In a society where attacks in the media warning citizens
territorial ethnic unity {all for "not to fall for the tricks of the
Mother Russia!) is the official policy, Zionists" and so on. You've seen one
anybody suspected of having ties trial in the USSR, and you've seen
with people in the United States or them all.
Israel automatically becomes suspect
The propaganda for the Lennigrad
of being "cosmopolitan."
trial reached a new dimension with
Further, many Soviet Jews just an official proclamation against
can't seem to get behind official "those elements belonging to a
policy of condemnation of the nation which has a state unfriendly
"imperialistic Israeli aggressors" (the to the USSR" (the old Zionist
Jews were always a stiff-necked conspiracy rears its ugly head
people). Absolute commitment to agam
. ..
')
Communist Party policies and
Any totalitarian hierarchy
commitment to one's own people instinctively realizes that it cannot
has produced a serious conflict have a rival to its monopolistic claim
within the Soviet Jew. Given the to truth and virtue. There is no room
context of the Soviet system, every for more than one truth and one
Jew is expected to vigorously and people in a society which st-resses
openly declare himself with the unity and order above all else.
national interests as defined by the
Given the growing evidence of the
Community Party leadership. To the distance between Marxist idealogy
degree that Soviet Jews do not do and the reality of Soviet life, the
this, they are identified as "bad power elite realize the most effective
citizens" and "internationalists."
means of staying in power is to
This idea has recently been carried divide the people against each other
to extremes by a paranoid notion of to thwart change. Picking up on the
conspiratorial activity within the Jews has historically been a ploy of
USSR. (Everyone who isn't loudly the oppressor class to divert the
with us must be against us.) The trial people from making changes in the
of Boris Kochubiyevsky for the power structure.
"crime'' of wanting to live in Israel is
It isn't kosher for the Soviets to
an example of this Russian paranoia. come right out and scream: "The
Public trials of Zionists like Jews did it! They are the cause of all

Strange Sounds, Happenings Prove Pre$ence of Spuiioh
By SANDRA McCRAW
you could smell gingerbread used for acting and directing
A theater after dark is a strange throughout the entire room," classes, and staging one-act plays,
place to be, The empty seats give Judy Hansen said,
is in drama department's
a weird aura of timelessness,
Th
f
1
b 'ld'
e
our ghosts, in one c assroom
lonliness and the impression that
A f 11 tllh mg.
voices should be heard. A theater prevalent leU£>nd, are all of the 1 d u cc orus is sometimes
is 110 nlace for silence.
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haunted.
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things
that go bumo
he four ghosts that haunt
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night"
m·e common.
- in the
Hodey and its sister, the small s e continued, bending over her
,c ommedia Theater, aw well sewin!!~ machine. "One of the me11 R 'd! was asleep
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d lobby of
Imown to the students who stay lives in the shop itself. I"•~,
o's w•0 k ey one Img' 1 an
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.
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to
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•lear
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making costumes and women. His face is deformed, as creepmg
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elk uilding.
readying sets.
A s t I1e theater is being readied explosion, all cut and raw."
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d f th b k d f h T
f
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"The little g 1' rl stays 1·n an
or· ,that
ac itan must
ort . behen
or estruction, the ghosts seem
decided
o~rI
to be gathering strength before Commedia. She's nice. She plays lighting technician. It continued
they are either driven away to a ball, and sits by us in class t
lk
0 wa · I heard the door open
new h orne or " leave this plane of sometimes. There are several of us
d 't
lk d d
th
b emg.
1 wa e
· " Gh ost lore is becoming that are really psych 1' c. We can an
t
L t
I f ownd the toutstairs
·
5 eps.
feel the presence often.
a er,
oun · a nerther
common, as poppings, tappings
the technician nor anyone else
and strange noises inundate the
"The other man lives in Rodey, had been around the building at
department.
although he does come through to the time," another girl said.
The most incredible of the Commedia at times through the
"The ghost at Rodey will pick
stories happened just last week. tunnel between the two. The at you. I came by one night to get
During a drama class in Commedia woman stays here in costuming. a lamp from Rodey that I had left
Theater, a little girl skipped into She doesn't come out often, and there that day, The shade to the
the room. "She sat down and, ·most of the kids aren't aware that lamp was yellow, but someone
asked for the boy sitting next to she is even there," she concluded. had put a grey one on instead. I
her to draw a picture of a lollipop.
If the ghosts are indeed present
looked for the other shade and
He did. One other person in the they must have emigrated fro~ couldn't find it. Then the door to
room was aware of the girl. She some other building, because the closet swung open, and there
smiled and asked him if he wanted Commedia was never a home but was the yellow shade. Then the
'-. ..,;;.:::c;;-a:".,--gingerbread cookie~ The was formerly a boiler room ~ntil
shades changed places, grey to
incredible thing about it was that 1952. The Commedia Theatre, yellow and yellow to grey. I sat
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down on the steps. It didn't scare just have this feeling," to "I don't
me, I just kept watching them
go over there alone," to "There's
change places. This ghost alRo
an awful clatter sometimes on the
hides hammers and things in
second floors."
Rodey," Linda Cotton said.
lPe1.·haps, as through !his
"They
'rc
all I'<' ally
•'entle.
l'(lportE~r's P~:ZJ('riPncP, lta11nt.int~
rn
'
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bottom,'' Cotton conclud£>d.
dight tapping ',hat ,;ord<i hav(•
A common consensus among 'Jeen anything, ~ausnR :;tout the students is that the ghosts love hearted reporte1·s to turn tail and
flee.
the theaters.
The ghosts seem mixed in with
"The one in Rodey goes up and
down, up and down the aisles. He nostalgia. When one professor told
sat by me once- it was his class about the memories he
unhumanly cold. There are even a has upon leaving Rodey, the girl
bunch of people in the bathroom that describes herself as 'very
in the shop. I really dig these psychic', said, "The whole room
was full of ghosts. It's sad to see it
ghosts. Clear back to when I
started working here, I would feel happen to them."
''Rodey seems to have a
these presences, but it was good "
a girl says very earnestly. "Wh~n shrouding kind of thing about it.
Rodey closes, where will they There has to be in a place where
go?"
that many human emotions have
One girl was working on lights shown through. It's not like
when she felt a cold hand on her condemning a thing, it's like a
person, an entity in itself," said
shoulder. According to a
department legend, she turned Mark Kay Ziems.
But things are looking up for
around and saw a form float up
the drama department-two
into the air .. One girl claims to
have seen the ghost drift right students repol't they have already
seen two ghosts in Popejoy Hall,
through the wall.
These two seem every bit as
Remarks range from "lf you're mischievous as the ones who
the first one in· these places, you haunt Rodey Theater.
~

~
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''MEXICO
our problems!" But it is acceptable
·for the Soviets to blame "the
Zionists" and by substituting
Zionists for Jews, play the old
Jew-baiting game.
(Yes, there is a difference between
Zionism and Judaism. But its rather
obvious that anybody can read
between the lines when the Russians
use the Jews as one of the reasons
for invading Czechoslovakia exactly
what they .mean.)
I believe there is more than
enough evidence to demonstrate that
the Soviet government has perused a
policy of encouraging assimilation of
Soviet Jews since the revolution. By
discrimination in the ethnic, religious
and cultural fields, the Soviets hoped
to solve their "Jewish problem" by
making sure Jews lost consciousness
of themselves as a people (cultural
genocide).
Those Jews who realize the
impossibility of an existence as a
people within the context of the
present Soviet society are caught in
another bind for they are not
allowed to leave Russia and emigrate
to Israel. Further, any manifestation
of ethnic or religious consciousness is
now a crime.
Although the USSR signed Article
54 of the "Declaration of the Rights
of Man" (United Nations) in which
people are given the right to live
where they wish, it is a capital crime
to leave the Soviet Union.
If the American government is
truly concerned about freedom and
the other mythologies we justify our
role as "leaders of the fn~e world"
with, why have11't there been public
statements from President Nixon's
office about the plight of the Soviet
Jew? Why isn't there more of a
concerted effort by the American
Jewish community to make these
conditions lmown? Or will the SoV'iet
Jew follow the way of their brothers
in Nazi Germany, the Biafrans, the
Southern Sudanese and the Kurds in
Iraq?

24-15 Senate Vote Kills
Hart's War Exemption Bill
The New Mexico Senate Friday killed the war exemption
bill by a vote of 24-15.
Senate bill 330, sponsored by Sen. Emmett Hart (D-Quay)
would have exempted New Mexico draftees from serving in
an undeclared war had it passed. The bill also ordered the
state attomey general to represent any resident who refused
to serve in an undeclared war.
Patterned after a similar bill passed in Massachusetts, the
New Mexico measure sought a court case to determine
whether or not the President can send troops overseas to
fight in a conflict not declared a war by Congress. The U.S.
Constitution states only Congress has the power to declare
war.
Opposition to the bill was led by Senators Edmundo
Delgado (D-Santa Fe) and John E'}stham (R-Bem.). They
introduced an amendment which would have allowed New
Mexico to join Massachusetts in its court test of the bill. The
Photo hy Churk Jo'eil
Louis Gottschalk, visiting Popejoy professor, talked with students amendment was killed on a voice vote.
Rap Session
last week in a rap session in the Union. Gottschalk will lecture
In voting against the entire bill, Eastham said, "I have a
Wednesday night on "The. Causes of Revolution." The lecture will be strong Constitutional feeling that the state does not have
at 8 in the Fine Arts Center Recital Hall, admission is free.
power in this area. I have a strong feeling the President is
trying with all speed to end the (Vietnam) war."
Aimed at Eliminating Profit Margin
Eastham said if the Senate passed bill 330 without the
amendment, it could "create the second most important law
suit" in the count-ry.
Sen. Ike Morgan (D- Curry- Roosevelt) said the President
is doing his utmost to get the United States out of the
The University Bookstore will showed UNM students were
been
worked
out
yet."
Vietnam war. "If we pass the bill, we will be doing the same
operate next year under a new spending more for books than
pricing policy aimed at students at other universities.
thing the South did in 1860," said Morgan, "when one by
Nelson said the student
eliminating the profit margin.
governments
are
presently
one
the states decided to secede from the Union." He voted
"I think more students will
President Ferrel Heady, in a realize a direct benefit from this negotiating for student control of
against the bill.
letter to GSA and ASUNM, said a policy," said Bert Hansen, GSA tht' manager with a board such as
Bill 330 co-sponsor Sen. Junior Lopez (R-San Miguel)
"break evE!n" policy would be president. He added that the the Union Board, only smaller.
he supported the measure "not as a dove, not as a hawk,
said
established for the bookstore increase in student fees would be
"The board would be the focus
during th"' coming two years, with "something like 25 cents a credit
but as a human. This bill is not like others - it is actually a
the profit margin reduced 50 hout, but the exact figure hasn't for complaints and change in the prayer."
pricing policy," he said.
percent each year.
Hart, whose son wjJI register for the draft tomorrow, told
Profits once generated by the
the Senate, "We have dug 50,000 graves for our youth and
bookstore to subsidize the
non-revenue producing aspects of
our country is torn apart. Only Congress has the power to
the Union will be replaced from
declare such a war." His voice was choked during part of his
student fees, Heady said.
closing statement.
"The student fees in the second
The UNM RegE!nts will elect
He said the Senate, as elected representatives of the
year wil not be increased more officers for the coming year today succeeds L. H. Willdnson of
Albuquerque.
people, "have a vital obligation" to express its opinion
than $5 per sE!mester per full-time at 1:30 in the Union. The meeting
Regents whose terms have not against the Vietnam war to the President.
student. The exact amount of the will be the first with the two
increase will be determined prior newly · confirmed members, yet li'Xpired are Ms. Frank Mapel
Hart said the bill is not an attempt to "nullify" the power
Arturo Ortega of
to October, 1971, to be effective Ca!vitl Horn and Austin Roberts. and
of
the President or Congress. "The state does not consider
Albuquerque, and Walter Wolf of
the following academic year," he
Horn,
an
Albuquerque
Gallup.
itself
superior to federal law. On the contrary, the bill is an
said.
businessman, and Roberts, a
Horn
said
he
thinks
King
is
attempt to declare exactly what the federal Constitution says
"The policy was changed at our ].''armington attorney, were
(ASUNM and GSA) requeRt," said confirmed by the state Senate seeking "a new image" for the regarding undeclared wars. "
University. Roberts is a former
ASUNM President Eric Nelson.
after their appointment by Gov.
Hart said if a preRident was allowed to send troops
Houst•
majority leader. Both are
The ASUNM Statistics and Bruce King.
anywhere
he desired, it would be a "perversion" of the
Democrats.
Rt•1wareh CommittP~ earlit•r this
Hoberts sut~ceeds Norris
Constitution.
Roberts
and
Hom
will
sl.'rve
YPal' quthered statistics whi;•h
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